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The transonic cascade wind tunnel at the Turbomachinery
Laboratory was modified by incorporating a perforated wall
section in the upper nozzle block. The purpose of this
modification was to cancel the oblique shock waves from the
cascade blades and to aid in starting the supersonic flow
in the tunnel. Test results indicated that the modification
performed successfully. Supersonic flow was established
through the cascade blading which models the relative flow
at the tip of the laboratory's transonic compressor. A
butterfly valve must yet be installed in the cascade
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The purpose of the work reported here was to modify
and perform the initial testing of the small transonic
cascade wind tunnel model as one task in the Transonic
Compressor Research Program at the Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) , Monterey, California. The cascade wind
tunnel model was constructed in 1978 [Reference 1] in
Building 230 at the NPS Turbopropulsion Laboratory.
Preliminary blowdown tests were made through the empty
nozzle [Reference 2]. Safe operation and good pressure
control at a stagnation pressure of 50 psia for test times
of up to 2 mins were verified. Impact pressure probe
surveys on the vertical centerline at the nozzle exit
showed the flow to be uniform to with + 0.008 at a Mach
number of 1.415.
The goals achieved in the present study were to design
and install a porous wall section in the upper nozzle block,
install the test blading and then to conduct the first
experimental evaluation of the completed cascade model.
Details of the porous-wall modification made to the nozzle
are given in Appendix A. A modification made in the design
of the cascade blade mounts to simplify the assembly of
the cascade, is also given in Appendix A.
Following the modifications, a program of tests was
run which was in three parts. First, Calibration Tests of
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the empty wind tunnel were conducted to verify tunnel
operating conditions, and to establish a baseline for the
pressure distribution through the test section. Following
the Calibration Tests the cascade blades were installed
and a series of initial Cascade Tests was conducted which
verified that the blades and blade mounts and the perforated
wall section had adequate strength, that the cascade model
would "start" with the perforated wall vented to atmosphere,
and that the scoops and by-pass ducts also worked properly.
Detailed data was obtained and is discussed herein.
Finally, the blades but not the scoops were removed and
Wave Cancellation Tests were run to evaluate the effective-
ness of the porous wall.
The instrumentation used in the tests consisted mainly
of 89 static pressure taps distributed over the cascade side
walls. Data was recorded and immediately analyzed using a
Hewlett-Packard Model HP-3052/9845A data acquisition system
interfaced with two 4 8 port Scanivalves. Software developed
for the tests is detailed in Appendix B.
The body of the present document details the method
and results of the three sets of tests. In Section II, the
Cascade Wind Tunnel Model and instrumentation system are
explained. In Section III, the test program and procedures
are presented. An analysis of the results is presented in
Section IV. Concluding remarks and recommendations are
presented in Section V.
13

II. CASCADE WIND TUNNEL MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION
A. INSTALLATION
Views of the Cascade Wind Tunnel installation are given
in the four sections of Figure 1. The installation was
modified from that presented in Figure 5 of Reference 1.
First, the butterfly valve shown in Reference 1 was not
installed. Second, during the Calibration Tests of the
empty tunnel the scoop exhausts and perforated wall plenum
exhaust were capped. Finally, the initial Cascade Tests,
with blades installed, were conducted with scoop exhausts
and perforated wall plenum vented locally to atmospheric
conditions.
The design Mach number and total pressure for the
cascade wind tunnel model were 1.4 and 5 psia,
respectively [Reference ll.
B. TEST SECTION
The test section configuration differed from that
presented in Reference 1 because instrumented aluminum
plates were used in place of the proposed plexiglass
windows, and the upper nozzle block was modified to
include a perforated wall section. The cascade configura-
tion for each test is given in Section III.
C. INSTRUMENTATION
To measure nozzle and test section static pressures, a
series of 89 static ports were installed in the aluminum
side (window) plates, 74 on the front plate and 15 on the
14

rear plate as seen in Figures lc and Id. The static tap
design is shown in Figure 2 which also shows the adopted
system of axes. The coordinates of the ports are given in
Table I.
The plenum total pressure was measured using a static
tap in the plenum sidewall. (At design conditions of 50
psia and 520 R in the plenum, the static pressure and
total pressure were negligibly different) . All pressures
were recorded by the data acquisition system (Appendix B)
through two 4 8 port Scanivalves. One Scanivalve was
equipped with a 0-15 psig the other with a 0-50 psig
transducer. Both transducers were calibrated to read in
psig to an accuracy of 0.01 psia.
The Scanivalve connections to the 8 9 test section ports
are given in Table I. Ports 1 and 2 on each valve were
connected to atmosphere and to the reference side of the
transducer respectively. Port 3 on Scanivalve 1 was
connected to plenum pressure. When the flow through the
perforated wall was measured, the plenum exhaust static
pressure and impact pressures were connected to ports 4 6
and 47 of Scanivalve 2 respectively.
15

III. TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURES
A. CALIBRATION TESTS
Test runs were made first with the tunnel test section
configuration shown in Figure 3. Data from two runs are
reported. The blades and scoops were removed, and the
by-pass ducts and perforated wall plenum exhaust were
capped. The tests were conducted to determine a baseline
static pressure distribution in the test section. The
first test also served to verify the nozzle operation at
design conditions, and to verify that data could be
obtained within the available tunnel run time.
B. CASCADE TESTS
Runs were made next with the tunnel configured as shown
in Figure 4. Data from two runs are reported. The
blades and scoops were installed with the flat sides
(bottoms) of the blades aligned with the tunnel axis. The
by-pass ducts and perforated wall plenum were vented to
atmospheric conditions. The tests were conducted to
verify that the flow would fully start through the cascade
model at design pressure and to obtain first measurements.
The effectiveness of and flow through the perforated
section of the upper nozzle block were also evaluated. An
estimate of the flow rate from the porous section was
obtained using measurements of the static pressure
16

in the perforated wall plenum exhaust pipe and of the
total pressure at the exit of the pipe.
One test run was made with the same test section
configuration but with the perforated wall plenum exhaust
capped
.
C. WAVE CANCELLATION TESTS
The final runs were made with the blades removed and
the scoops installed as shown in Figure 5. Data from the
two tests are reported. The by-pass ducts and perforated
wall plenum were vented to atmospheric conditions for the
first run and capped for the second. These runs were
made to set up a condition where just one shock wave was
present in the test section in order to more easily evalu-
ate the performance of the perforated wall in reducing
shock reflections.
D. TEST PROCEDURE
The procedure followed in each test was the same.
First the flow was started through the tunnel by opening the
manual shut-off valve, followed by the pneumatically
operated control valve (Figure lb) . The staanation supply
pressure was brought rapidly to, and controlled at 50
psia. (+ 2 psi in all tests) . A single entry at the
data system keyboard initiated the sequential stepping
(and recording) of the Scanivalves through 96 ports. When
the scan was completed, the control and shut-off valves were
closed. The recorded data were first stored on magnetic
17

cartridge tape and then recovered by a data analysis program
which generated plots of the measured pressure distributions,
18

IV. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION
A. DATA PRESENTATION
Fourteen tests were conducted in the present study.
Six sets of experimental data, two from each of the three
types of tests conducted, were analyzed and the results
included herein. These data are presented in Appendix C.
B. DATA ANALYSIS
The flbtT in the cascade wind tunnel was examined by
comparing the expected Shockwave patterns [References 3
and 4 ] in the cascade with the measured distributions of
the pressure ratio (P/P. ) at the wall. In a flow at Mach
number 1.4 an oblique shock can result in a maximum static
pressure rise of approximately 23 percent. A normal shock
causes the static pressure to more than double. Comparison
of pressure ratio data for ports at the same position but
on opposite faces of the tunnel test section indicated
that there was no significant difference at the two walls.
Plots of pressure ratio along the tunnel longitudinal
centerline and along the four rows of pressure taps upstream
of the blades at the cascade stagger angle (Figure 6) were
made and used to examine the tunnel flow characteristics.
It should be noted that the following is a preliminary
and limited analysis of recently obtained data. The data
points on each plot have been joined by straight lines. In
some cases only, the more probable distribution between
19

points has been indicated by broken lines.
C. CALIBRATION TESTS
The expected primary wave pattern for this test configu-
ration is shown in Figure 7. Since the nozzle was under-
expanded, an expansion fan was expected from the end of the
lower nozzle block and an oblique shock might occur from
the lower nozzle block and an oblique shock might occur from
the lower bypass protrusion. A plot of pressure ratio vs.
position along the tunnel centerline is given in Figure 8a.
In this figure, the expected expansion fan appeared clearly and
a small compressive disturbance might also have been present.
Plots of pressure ratio along the four diagonal rows of
pressure taps are given in Figures 8b to 8e. The region
covered by these taps was seen to be free of strong waves,
and the effect of the expansion fan from the lower nozzle
could be traced. Of considerable importance is the degree of
uniformity observed in all the taps which were upstream of the
expansion fan. This upstream region should be unaffected by
the installation of the cascade blades. The results of the
two calibration runs were compared and the results were
observed to be repeatable.
D. CASCADE TESTS
1. Perforated Wall Plenum Exhaust Capped
The results of the test conducted with the tunnel
in its design configuration with the perforated wall plenum
capped resulted in the tunnel flow not starting at the design
supply plenum total pressure of 50 psia. The pressure ratio
20

along the tunnel longitudinal centerline is shown in Figure
9. Examination of the levels of pressure suggested that the
flow was choked (pressure ratio - 0.5282 if losses are
neglected) at the throat of the blade passage and that the
nozzle itself was operating subsonically at the test section.
2. Perforated Wall Plenum Vented to the Atmosphere
Allowing flow through the perforated section of
the upper nozzle block by uncapping the exhaust resulted in
the flow being fully started at the design plenum pressure
of 50 psia. The expected flow with the blades and scoops
installed is shown in Figure 10. The side-wall pressure
distribution is shown in Figure 11a to Figure lie. The
effect of the shock waves generated by the blades can be
seen by comparing the data in Figure 11 with the corresponding
sections of Figure 8. A comparison of Figure 11a with
Figure 8a, and of Figure lib with Figure 8b showed that
the pressure rise from the first shock wave (labelled A in
Figure 11) began measurably ahead of the position of the
shock wave shown in Figure 10. Also, if the pressure drop
upstream of point B on Figure 11a , which was repeated on
several other runs made with this configuration, was correctly
interpreted to be the expansion caused by the upper surface
of the nearest blade, then the bow shock from that blade also
appeared to be shifted forwards. These effects may have been
the result of shock wave-boundary layer interaction on the
side walls, but closer examination of the data is
21

needed before definite conclusions are drawn. The probable
distributions of pressure indicated in Figure 11a were
inferred from the comparison with Figure 8a and with data
obtained in the Wave Cancellation Tests.
For the data shown, the velocity at the exhaust port
from the perforated wall plenum was calculated to be about
47 ft/sec and the mass flow rate was approximately 0.1
percent of the tunnel mass flow rate.
E. WAVE CANCELLATION TESTS
1. Perforated Wall Plenum Vented to the Atmosphere
The test section configuration and expected wave
pattern are shown in Figure 12. The measured pressure
distributions are shown plotted in Figure 13a to 13e.
In Figure 13a, the (first) oblique shock wave was clearly
indicated. The reflected shock wave did not appear, probably
as a result of the strong expansion of the flow over the
suction surface of the lower scoop.
The velocity at the plenum nozzle exit was approximately
12 ft/sec and the mass flow rate therefore significantly less
than 0.1 percent of the tunnel mass flow rate.
2. -Perforated Wall Plenum Exhaust Capped
The pressure distributions when the net flow rate
through the perforated wall was reduced to zero are shown
in Figure 14a to 14e.
An examination of the magnitudes of the pressure ratios
in comparison to corresponding sections of Figure 13 showed
that the effect of capping the exhaust was felt everywhere
22

downstream of a Mach wave emanating from the beginning of
the perforated wall. The pressures were lower downstream
of the Mach wave when the wall exhaust was open compared to
when it was capped. It appeared therefore, that the effect
of the unrestricted mass bleed was to propagate an
additional expansion fan from the top wall across the test
section.
F. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
The structural adequacy of the blades, blade mountings
and upper nozzle block modification were verified at design
operating conditions. No deterioration was evident after
the reported program of tests was completed.
G. CASCADE PERFORMANCE
The cascade was designed as a model of the relative
flow at the tip of the transonic compressor being tested
at the Turbopropulsion Laboratory. The present results
indicate that there was a net pressure drop rather than a
pressure rise across the blade row, as occurs in the .com-
pressor. This was because the back pressure on the blades
at a supply pressure of 50 psia was too low. A control on
the back pressure is necessary in order to adjust the shock
waves from the bottoms of the blades to become normal
shocks ahead of the blade passage throats. An examination
of the present data suggested that the shock waves off the
bottom of the blades were, in fact, weak and oblique.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND BE£QMMEMDA3HQHS
This document reports the initial testing of the tran-
sonic cascade wind tunnel model. Detailed wall static
pressure measurements were obtained both with and without
test blades installed, and with and without flow from a
perforated wall section newly installed in the upper
nozzle wall.
All tests were at the design total pressure of 50 psia.
Wave-free flow was verified at the exit of the empty nozzle,
and repeatable reference data were established against which
to evaluate the effect of installing the blades. With
blades installed, expected bow shock waves and suction-side
expansion fans were detected from the blading. However,
lack of control on the back pressure allowed the flow to
remain supersonic throughout the blade passages. The
incorporation of the perforated wall in the upper nozzle
block was found to be required in order for the flow in
the tunnel to start when the blades were installed. The
complete cascade wind tunnel model was structurally sound
at design operating conditions.
Two modifications are recommended before "testing iso
resumed. First, the butterfly-valve called for in the
original design [Reference 1 ] should be installed in the
cascade exhaust duct. The valve will allow the cascade back
pressure to be varied over the range to be expected in
24

the flow through the compressor rotor, of which the
cascade is a two-dimensional model. Second, an optical
window sould either replace or be incorporated into the
present aluminum window plates. The flow visualization
by Schlieren which the windows would allow, would
greatly simplify the problem of evaluating effects of
back pressure and perforated wall bleed rates on the
wave structure in the cascade. This could greatly simplify
the problem of optimizing the wave cancellation function of
the perforated wall, and of selecting conditions at which
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Table I. Cascade Wind Tunnel Static Pressure Tap
Positions and Scanivale Port Connections
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Figure 3. Test Section Configuration for Calibration Tests
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Figure 4. Test Section Configuration for Initial CascadeTests
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Figure 6. Centerline and Four Diagonal Rows of Static
Pressure Taps for Which Data are Plotted
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Figure 9. Pressure Ratio vs. Position (Cascade Test I)
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TRANSONIC CASCADE WIND TUNNEL MODIFICATIONS
Al. UPPER NOZZLE BLOCK MODIFICATION
The performance of the cascade wind tunnel would be
enhanced in two ways by incorporation of a perforated wall
section in the upper nozzle block in the original tunnel
test section [Reference 1 ]. First, a properly designed
perforated wall would minimize the reflected disturbances
caused by the shock waves generated by the blades and
scoops. Second, the perforated wall, due to the air
bleeding through it, would also assist in starting the
transonic flow through the cascade.
a. Wave Cancellation Principles
In the transonic cascade wind tunnel operating at
design conditions of Mach number equal to 1.4 at the nozzle
exit, the blades will produce compression and expansion
waves which will be reflected at the tunnel boundaries.
Solid walls reflect shock waves as compression waves and
expansion waves (generated as the flow follows the
blade curvature) as expansion waves. An open boundary
requires that a condition of constant static pressure be
met along the boundary. A compression wave meeting an
open boundary reflects as an expansion wave and an
expansion wave reflects as a compression wave. The
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reflected waves in both the above conditions, in the case
of the test cascade, would result in undesirable conditions
that are not representative of the flow in an operating
compressor. Since the open and solid boundaries produce
wave reflections having opposite characteristics there is
a possibility of eliminating the reflections by the proper
mixture of open and solid boundaries. The ideal condition
for shock wave cancellation would exist if the inclined
flow behind the oblique shock produced a pressure drop as
it flowed through the wall equal to the pressure rise
through the incident oblique shock wave. This would result
in equilibrium between the static pressure in the flow and
in the plenum and no reflection would occur. Linearized
theory of wave cancellation in perforated wind tunnels
[Reference 5l, resulted in the following equation for the
open area ratio, R, , for no reflection.
£E 5-2 r(k - A 9 = K91 (M2 - 1)H R /
This equation implied that the required open area
ratio is independent of Mach number and shock intensity
and for the present case would be have a value of R = 0.5.
In actuality the flow is not isentropic and does
not follow linearized Prandtl-Glauert theory and in the
transonic Mach number range the perforated wall open area
ratio required for wave cancellation is significantly
reduced from that predicted by linearized theory.
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b. Perforated Plate Design
The design of the perforated plate required that
the following parameters be considered; plate size, hole
size, hole inclination, open area ratio, plate thickness
and hole pattern.
(1) The size of the section of the upper
nozzle block to be replaced by the
perforated plate was determined by
the expected shock wave pattern
caused by the blades and scoops at
design operating conditions. The
shock wave pattern was determined
over the full range of blade incidence
angle available (+ 3 deg) in the
cascade. The plate was designed to
insure that the forward-most shock
would impinge on the plate downstream
of the first row of perforations.
(2) The determination of the hole size,
that is, the diameter measured per-
pendicular to the axis of the hole,
was based on two criteria. Experi-
mental results presented in Reference
6 indicated that the hole diameter
was optimized when it was approximately
1/80 of the tunnel height. These
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experiments also determined that the
displacement thickness of the boundary
layer should not exceed 15 per cent
of the hole diameter in order to
avoid irregularities in the flow over
the perforated plate.
(3) The determination of the best inclina-
tion of the holes for the present
cascade wind tunnel was based on
linearized theory and experimental
results as presented in References 5
and 6. Holes inclined in the direction
of flow drastically reduced out-flow
resistance and increased inflow
resistance (Figure A.l). The inclined
holes also resulted in characteristic
curves of wall pressure differential
vs. mass flow ratio having significantly
steeper slopes at small and negative
flow ratios. Using inclined holes
avoided the irregular characteristic
produced by straight holes.
(4) Experimental results reported in
References 5 and 6 were used in
selecting the proper open area ratio
for the perforated wall section.
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Experiments indicated that the open ratio
required for wave cancellation with
inclined holes was approximately 25 per-
cent of that required for normal holes.
The requirement for fewer holes greatly
eased the problem of fabricating the
perforated plate and reduced the risk of
structural weakness.
(5) When the above plate design parameters
were selected the plate thickness was
considered. The effectiveness of the
inclined hole configuration to guide
inflow against test section flow
requires that the lengths of the
inclined holes are sufficient to produce
this counter flow effect. Experimental
data [Reference 5] indicated consistent,
nearly linear characteristics when the
hole diameter was between the plate
thickness and twice the plate thickness.
A plate thickness very nearly equal to
the hole diameter was selected to insure
the maximum plate bending strength
without degrading the design with respect
to wave cancellation.
(6) The perforation pattern was selected to
give an even hole distribution over the
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entire width of the upper nozzle block
in the area covered by the perforated
plate. The hole stagger angle, hole-
to-hole and row-to-row separations were
calculated to insure that the plenum
plate support ribs would not be
restrictive.
Data resulting from the design of the perforated plate
are given in Table A-l and the machine drawing of the plate
is given in Figure A2
.
Table A-l. Perforated Plate Characteristics
Open Area Ratio (R) 6%
Plate Thickness 0.040
Hole Diameter, in, 0.047
(perpendicular to
hole axis)
Hole Inclination 60 deg
Plate length, in 4.375
Plate width, in 1.880
Hole Stagger Angle 15.16 deg
Hole-to-Hole 0.167
Separation (in rows) , in




c. Perforated Wall Plenum Design
The perforated wall plenum was designed to provide
an evenly distributed pressure on the plenum side and to
provide the required structural support for the perforated
wall. The even pressure distribution on the plenum side of
the wall was essential to create an even mass outflow over
the entire perforated plate area.
The design required that when the plate was installed
the dimensions' Of the upper nozzle block matched those
of the original design [Reference 1] under all anticipated
tunnel operating conditions. The plenum ribbed mounting
structure was designed so that the stresses in the plate
did not exceed the tensile strength or cause a bending
deflection greater than 0.0005 inches with a pressure
differential of 3 atmospheres across the plate. The stress
(S) and deflection (W) were determined in accordance with








W = a qa
m Et 3
Since it was difficult to predict accurately the degree
of weakening of the plate caused by the perforations, the
worst case conditions were used. The stress coefficient ($)
was taken for the case where all the edges of the plate






was taken for the case where the section analyzed
had all edges pinned.
The plenum exit was sized so that at the anticipated
wall mass flow rate of less than 0.4 percent of the
tunnel mass flow [Reference 5] , by continuity, the exit
velocity would be approximately 50 ft/sec.
The "0" ring on the upper nozzle block was rerouted
around the perforated wall plenum. The machine drawing




Views of the nozzle modification are given in
Figure A4 . The perforated plate was attached to the modi-
fied upper nozzle block with two screws on each end of the
plate and Conley Weld Epoxy along the edges of the mounting
ribs. The reassembled nozzle was reinstalled in the cascade
wind tunnel.
A. 2. BLADE AND MOUNTING PINS MODIFICATION
Revised [from Reference 1 ] machine drawings for the
cascade blades and blade mounts are given in Figure A5. The
revisions were required in order to show required blade
dimension tolerances and surface smoothness, and to change
the blade mounting pin design to make assembly easier.
Cascade blade data are presented in Table A-2. The blades




Table A-2 Cascade Blade Data
Scale Factor (z) 0.7
Stagger Angle (y) 59 deg, 44 min, 35 sec
Camber Angle (<j>) 4.7 deg
Blade Spacing (s) , in 1.344






Maximum Thickness, in .045
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Flow Out of Test Section
Flow Into Test Section
Figure A.l Streamline Pattern for Inflow and
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The Hewlett Packard model 3052A/9845A Automatic Data
Acquisition System was used for both data acquisition and
reduction. The system was augmented with the HG-78K
Scanivalve Controller [Reference 8] and two 48 port Scani-
valves 1 . The components of the HP 305 2A data acquisition
system are:
(1) HP-9845A Desk Top Computer/Controller,
(2) HP-3455A High Resolution/High Accuracy
Digital Voltmeter,
(3) HP-3437A System Voltmeter,
(4) HP-3495A Scanner
(5) 98035A Real Time Clock
(6) HP-IB 2
The integrated data acquisition system (Figure B.l) is
shown schematically in Figure B.2
1
"Scanivalve" is the registered trademark for a
mechanical pneumatic selector switch manufactured by Scani-
valve Corporation, P.O. Box 20005, San Diego, California
92120.
2 The HP-IB is the Hewlett-Packard implementation of





B2. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION PROGRAM
The modified BASIC Program "CASDAT" was written to
acquire, store, and reduce data using the Hewlett-Packard
HP 9845A computer and peripherials described above. The
program is interactive with the operator and as such can
be used for either data acquisition and storage or data
reduction and storage, or both. The HP 3 052A Data
Acquisition System Software Package contains a large number
of subprograms to simplify and expedite the data
acquisition process, and several have been merged into
Program "CASDAT".
The program listing provided in Table B-l is self
explanatory in that neumonic variable names are used.
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The results of the Calibration Tests, Initial Cascade
Tests, and perforated wall Wave Cancellation Tests are
given in Tables C-l, C-2 and C-3 respectively.
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„<~t-+«- + *»r>-***-^**Hr*** CALIBRATION TEST 1 *#**#*##*•#*#****#****##**#-
|1 Kr iii U t" = = 5 2 . <L
7
4 pii a
iufii Tot a 1 Tern per at ure = 52 c eg F
i e n t Press ur e = 14.323 p s i a
I No. 1 S t at i c Pressure= 52.274 P/pt0=l . Mach= 0. 000
p No. 2 Stat i c P r e £ s u r e = 17.320 P--'Pt0= . 3313 Mach= 1. 362
p No. 3 Stat i c F r e s s u r e
=
17. 192 P-'Pt0= . 3239 Mach= 1. 367
:. No. 4 St at i c P r e •= s u r e = 17. 560 F.-F't0= . 3 3 5 9 Mach= 1. •-. c -.
P No. J St at i c P r e s 3- u r e = 17. 359 P-Pt. 0= . 3321 Mach= 1. 36 1
P No. 6 3 1 at i •: P r e 5 s u r e = 17. 763 P/Pt0= . 3398 Mach- 1. 344
P No. 7 Stat i c P r e s s u r e 3 17.337 P/Pt@ 3 . 3317 Mach= 1. 361
f
: No. g St =it i c P r e s s 1.4 r e = 17.493 P.-'Pt0= . 33 4 6 Mach= 1. •-. B| r
P No. •fi St at i c P r e s s u r e = 17.061 P y P t = . 3264 Mach= 1. 3 7 3
P No. 10 3 tat i •: F r" * s s u r e = 17.336 P,-Pt0= , 3316 M ac h = 1 . 361
P No. i i 3 1 at i r P r e s s u r e = 17.229 P / P t = . 3 2 9 6 Mach 3 1. 36 6
Ho. 12 Stat i c P r e s s u re 3 17. 190 PPt0= . .• ii! y c' Mach= 1. 3 6 8
P No. 13 Stat i c P r e s a u r e = 16.6 2 P.-Pt0= . 3176 Mach 3 1. 3 9 2
p. No. 14 St at i c Press u t- e = 15.76 3 P/Pt© 3 . 3015 Mach3 1. 429
p Ho. 15 3 1 at i c Pressure* 17.243 P •' P t = 3 3 Mach= 1. 3 6 5
| Ho. lb Stat i c Pressure 3 16. 992 P, Ft. = 3251 Mach= 1 376
1 No. 17 St at i c P r e s s u r e = 16.701 P--pt0 = 3195 Mach= 1 338
p Ho. 18 St at i c Pressure 3 16.572 P / P t = 3170 Mach= 1 394
1 Ho. 19 3 tat i .: Press u r e = 16.732 P •' P t = 3201 Mach3 1 -i .;. -7
,; No. 20 St at. i c P r e s s u r e = 16.303 p / p t, = 3120 Mach= 1 405
P Ho. 2 1 Stat i c P r e s sure = 17.435 P/Pt0= .3335 Mach 3 1 -. c —
p ho. ci il Stat i c P r e s s u r • e = 14.794 P/Pt6= . 2 8 3 Mach 3 1 474
p Ho. C-' -• St at i o P r e s s u r e = 1 3 . 6 3 P / P t ~ . 2602 Mach= 1 ,531
p. HO 24 Stat i c Pressure 81 17.909 P / P t = .3426 Mach= 1 i 2f -• O
p Ho n c Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 15.S53 P/F't0 = . 3033 Mach 3 1 .425
| Ho 26 Stat i c Pressure 3 14.736 P/PtO 3 .2319 Mach=» 1 .4 76
b No 27 St at i c Press u r e = 14.410 P"Pt0 = .2757 Mach3 1 .492
« No 2 b Stat i c P r e s s i.4 r e = 14.040 P.^Pt0 3 .2636 Mach= 1 .510
1 Ho , 29 Stat i c Pressure 3 13. 966 P. Pt0 = . 2672 Mach= 1 .513
p. Ho 3 Static P re s s u r e = 13.306 P'-Pt. = .2641 Mach 3 1 .521
f. Ho . 31 St at i
c
Pressure3 12.990 P. '"Ft = .2485 Mach= 1 . 5 6 3
P Ho • ;• ^ Stat i c P r e s s i.4 r e = 12.235 P 'Ft = .2350 Mach 3 l .601
P Ho -• J St at i •: P r e s s u r e = 16.476 P / P t. = . 3152 Mach= 1 .398
p HO . 34 S t at i c Pressure= 14.358 P -Ft = .2747 Mach= 1 .494
p h o
'"' s Stat i c Pressure 3 13.759 P/Ft = . 263 2 M ac h = 1 . 524
p No 3 6 St at i c Press ure 3 13.445 P--Pr.0 = .2572 Mach= 1 . 539
p Ho '"-!
~* Stat i •: P r e s s u r e = 13.41 3 P/Ft0= . 2566 M a.: h = 1 .54 1
p Ho . -• O St at i c P r e s s L4 re 3 1 :3 . 1 3 ? P/pr, =
'"• f "' •"' Mach-- 1 . 55 3
p Ho . 3 '3 Stat ic P r e s s u re 3 13.072 P'Ft0 = .2501 Mach 3 1 . 559
p No . 40 Stat i c P r e s s ure 3 12.482 P.'Pt = . 2 3 S y Mach 3 1 .590
f"j
N o . 41 Stat i c Pressure 3 12. 144 P'Pt0 = . 2 3 2 3 Mach 3 1 . 6 9
,• Ho . 4^ Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 13. 304 P.-Pt. = .2545 Mach- 1 .54 7
P Ho . 4 .-. St at i c P r e s s '.4 r e = 12.831 P / P r. = .2455 Mach 3 1 .571
p ho . 44 St at i : P r e s £ u r e = 14. 761 P.-Pt = . 2824 Mach 3 1 . 4 75
LP Ho . 45 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 12.311 F.-Pt0 = .2451 Mach 3 1 .572
fc Ho . 4b Static Pressure 3 12.563 P '' P t = . 2403 M ac h = 1 . 586
Table C-l. Calibration Test Data
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IBPRTION TEST 1 CONTINUED
. 47 St at i c P r e £ s u r e = 12. 919 P- pt. 0= . 2471
. 43 Stat i c Pre s s u r e = 12. 468 P.- ' P t. 3 . 2 3 3 5
. 4 9 St at i c Pressure 3 12. 23 5 P. Pt0= . 234 1
. 50 Stat i c Pressure 3 12. 413 P Pt.0= . 2375
. 51 Stat i r P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 907 P-pto= . '' 2 ' 3
er -i St at i C P r ess u r e
=
1 1 . 905 P- Pt 0= . 2277
. 5 3 Stat i ,; P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 888 P.- Pt 0= . 2274
. 54 St at i c P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 954 P*'PtO= . 2. cl 3 ?
. 55 Stat i c Pr e s su r e = 1 1 . 690 P- PtO= . 2 2 3 6
. 56 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 6 3 3 P, P t 3 . 2235
. 5? St. at i c P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . "5 "7 -*l" ( •_ P- PtO= . 2252
St at i c P r ess u r e = 11 . 700 P.- P t. = . 2233
. 59 S t at i c Press u re 3 14. 735 P.- •pto= . 2819
. 6 @ Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 12. 099 P. ' P t = . 2315
. 61 St at i c Press u r e = 12. 037 P Pt 0= . 2312
. 62 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 720 P^ • P t = . 2242
6 3 St at i c P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 317 P- ' P t - . 2261
i. 64 St at c P r ess u r e = 1 1 . 931 P. ' P t 3 , 2292
-. 65 St at c Pressure 3 1 1 . 726 P. ' P t = 2243
i
.
£• 6 Stat ,; Presiu r e = 1 1 . 306 P,•PtO = 2259
<
. 67 Stat. ,; Press u r e = 1 1 . 9 9 P Pt.0 = 2 i! 7 y
>
. 6 3 St.at c P r e s s u r e = 12. 756 P. PtO = 2440
i
. 69 S t at c Pressure 3 1 1. 347 P. •Pt0 = 2266
.. 70 Stat 1 ,; Press u r e = 1 1 . ~, ;• ? P.-PtO = 2159
). 71 St. at j c P r e s s u r e = 12. 016 P. •PtO = , 2299
*7
--i Stat 1 ,; P r e s s u r e = 17. 5 P. •• p t. = .3253
! 73 Stat 1 c Pressure 3 15. 207 P. • P t = .2909
.. 74 3 1 at j ,; Press u r e 3 10. 9 3 P.-'PtO = .2091
Stat 1 c P r e 3 s u re 3 17. 142 P-.' p % = .3279
. 7 b Stat i C P r e s s u r e 3 17. 132 P. ' P t 3 .3277
j 77 Stat i c Pressure 3 14. '•-'• '• 2 P. ' P t 3 . 2337
"7 Q Stat i c Pressure 3 14. 8 2 P P t 3 5 o o ?
.'
. 79 Stat | £ P r e s s u r e = 13, 393 P •PtO 3 .2563
> . 3 O Stat i c P t- e s s u r e = 14. 754 P •PtO = .2322
s . 3 1 Stat 1 £ Press u r e 3 14. 790 P •' P t, = .2329
j . y w! Stat 1 ,; P r e s s u re 3 14, 789 P / p t. = . 2329
-!
'"' Stat 1 i" Pressure 3 14 731 P -PtO 3 .2323
>. 34 St at 1 ,~ P r e s s u r e 3 1 1 969 P ' PtO 3 . 2290
j . 35 Stat i c P r ess u r e 3 14 709 P ••Pt0 = .2314
i' . 8 6 Stat i c P r ess u re 3 14 !-! 2 2 P /pT = .2335
d. 37 Stat } r Pressure 3 17 139 P Pt0 = .3233
:•. 33 Stat i c Pressure* 15 .294 P ••' PtO 3 .2926




























































































No. ;} St-at i c
No. 4 St at i c
No. 5 St at i c
No. 6 St at i c
No. "7 St at i c
No. S St at i c
No. 9 St at i c
No. i o Stat, i ,;
No. u St at i c
No. 12 S t at i c
No. 13 Stat i c
No. 14 St at i c
No. 15 St at i c
No. 16 St at i c
No. 17 St-at i c
No. 18 Stat i c
No. 19 St at i c
No. 29 Stat i c
No. 21 Stat i c
No. 1 *"/ Stat i c
No. 23 Stat l c
No. 24 St-at i c
No. 25 Stat i c
No. 26 St at i c
No. 2 7 S t at i c
No. 28 S t at i c
No. 29 St at i c
No. 30 St at i c
No. 31 Stat i c
N o
.
•3 i! St at i c
No. ~\ ~4 S t at i c
No. 34 St at i c
No. 35 S t at l c
No. 36 St at i c
No. •i* i S t at i c
No. 38 St at i c
No. 39 St at i c
. No. 40 St at i c
i No. 41 S t at i c
i No. 42 St at i c
I No. 4?. Stat i c
1 No. 44 St at i c
> No. 45 S t at i c









******************** CALIBRATION TEST 2 ** ** ********* ************-
al Pressure = 49.500 psia
r ii.hii Total Temperature = 61 deg F
i = n t P r e s s u r e = 14.774 p s i a
Pressure" 49.4S2 P/Pt0" .9996 Mach"
P r eii u r e = 1 6 . 2 9
9
P •' P t = .3293 M ac h = 1
P r ess u re= 1 6 . 1 9 3 P / P 1 = .3271 M ac h = 1
Pressure*8 16.423 P-Pt0 = .3318 Mach" 1
P r e s s u r s = 16. 3 94 P / P t = . 3 3 1
2
M ac h = 1
Pressures 16.791 P-Pt0= .3392 Mach" 1
Pressure" 16.414 P.PtO = .3316 Mach" 1
Pressure" 16.562 P/Pt0= .3346 Nach= 1
Pressure" 16.158 P/PtG= .3264 Mach" 1.373
Pressure" 16.209 P/Pt0= .3275 Mach" 1.371
Pressure" 16.284 p/PtO= .3299 Mach" 1.367
Pressure" 16.250 P/Pt0= .3283 Mach" 1.369
Pressure" 15.592 P/Pt0= .3150 Mach" 1.393
Pressure" 14.347 P/Pt0= .2999 Mach" 1.433
Pressures IS. 360 P/PtQ= .3305 Mach" 1.364
Pressure" 16.160 P-'Pt0= .3265 Mach" 1.373
Pressure" 15.337 P/Pt0= .3199 Mach" 1.337
Pressure" 15.693 P-'PtO" .3170 Mach" 1.394
Pressure" 15.922 P-Pt0= .3217 Mach" 1.383
Pressure" 15.510 P'PtO" .3133 Mach" 1.402
Pressure" 15.138 P-Pt0= .3053 Mach" 1.419
Pressure" 14.090 P-Pt0= .2346 Mach" 1.470
Pressure" 12.976 P-Pt0= .2621 Mach" 1.526
Pressure" 16.657 P-Pt0= .3365 Mach" 1.351
Pressure" 15.141 P-Pt0= .3059 Mach" 1.419
Pressure" 13.979 P.'PtO" .2324 Mach" 1.475
Pressure" 13.730 P'Pt0= .2734 Mach" 1.435
Pressure" 13.352 P'PtO" .2697 Mach" 1.507
Pressure" 13.336 P-'PtO" .2694 Mach" 1.503
Pressure" 13.171 P/Pt0= .2661 Mach" 1.516
Pressure" 12.589 P'PtO" .2543 Mach" 1.547
Pressure" 11.947 P/Pt 0= .2414 Mach" 1.583
Pressure" 15. 60S P.Pt0= .3152 Mach" 1.398
Pressure" 13.662 P.'Pt.0 = .2760 Mach" 1.491
Pressure" 13.247 P.-'Pt0 = .2676 Mach" 1.512
Pressure" 12.334 P/Pt0= .2603 Mach" 1.531
Pressure" 12. 90S P-'Pt0 = .2603 Mach" 1.530
Pressure" 12.681 P^PtO" .2562 Mach" 1.542
Pressure" 12.639 P'PtO" .2553 Mach" 1.544
Pressure" 12.151 P-Pt0= .2455 Mach" 1.571
Pressure" 11.875 P'PtO" .2399 Mach" 1.537
Pressure" 12.990 P.'Pt0 = .2624 Mach" 1.526
Pressure" 12.535 P/Pt0= .2532 Mach" 1.550
Pressure" 12.699 P-'Pt0 = .2565 Mach = 1.54 1
Pressure" 12.451 P/pt 0= .2515 Mach" 1.555




CLIERhTION TEST 2 CONTINUED
ap No. 47 St at i c P r e s s u r e - 12.621 P,--Pt0= . 2550 Mach = 1. 545
ap No. 4 3 Stat 1 c P r e s s u r e = 12. 249 P/PtO- . 2475 Mach 3 1 . 566
ap No. 49 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 12. 124 P.-Pt. 0= . 2449 Mach = 1 . 573
ap No. 50 Stat i c Pr?ss u r e = 12.131 P.-'Pt0= . 2451 Mach = 1 . r -7 -.
ap No. 51 Stat i : P r * s s u re= 1 1.699 P.-Pt0= . 2363 Mach= 1 . 597
ap No. 52 St at i c Pres 3. i.4 r e = 11.906 P.--Pt0= . 2405 Mach= 1. 535
ap No. C ~i Stat i c Press '.4 res 1 1.307 P/Pt,0= . 2335 Mach = 1. 591
ap No. 54 Stat i c P ress u r * = 1
1
.928 p P t = . 24 10 Ma.:h = 1. 534
ap No. 55 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 1 1.758 P / P t = . 2375 Mach* 1. 594
ap No. 56 St at i c Pressure3 1 1 . 792 P/Pt0= . "% O O *' Mach 3 1 . 592
ap No. 5? Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 12. 105 P / P t = . 2445 Mach = 1. 574
ap No. 58 Stat 1 c P r e s s u r e = 12. 093 P/Pt0= . 2443 Mach 3 1 . 575
ap No. 5*? Stat i c Pressure3 12.613 P/Pt9= . 2549 Mach- 1. 546
ap No. SO Stat i c Pressure 3 12.556 P/Pt0= . 2537 Mach- 1 . 549
ap No. 61 Stat i c Press u re = 12. 141 P/Pt0= . 2453 Mach- 1 . c —» •-»J 1 £.
ap No. 62 St. at i c Pressure 3 11.940 P.'Pt0= . 2412 Mach- 1 . 5 8 3
ap No. 63 Stat i c P r e s •= 1.4 r e 3 12.226 P / p t, 3 . 2470 Mach- 1 . 567
ap No. 64 Stat i : Pressure 3 12.033 P/Pt0= . 2431 Mach- 1 573
ap No. 65 3 1 at i c P r ess u re 3 1 1 .323 P/Pt0= 2389 Mach 3 1 5 9
ap No it- Stat i c Press 1.4 re = 11.781 P/Pt 0= 2330 Mach= 1 592
ap No 67 Stat i -: Pressure 3 12.231 P-'PtO 3 2431 Mach- 1 564
ap No 63 Stat i c P r e s s u re 3 12.741 P,'Pt0 = .2574 Mach 3 1 539
ap No 63 St at i c Pressure 3 11.326 P/Pt0= .2389 Mach- 1 , 590
' ap No , 70 Stat i c Pressure 3 11.444 P/Pt0= .2312 Mach 3 1 .612
"ap No . 71 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 12.223 P.-'Pt0 = .2469 Mach- 1 .567
'ap No . 72 S t at i c Pressure 3 16.067 P/Pt0= .3246 Mach- 1 •"1 ~? '71 -' I' I'
ap No 1 1 -' Stat i c P r e s s u r e 3 14. 363 P,'Pt0 = .2902 Mach 3 1 . 456
'ap No . 74 Stat i c Pressure 3 1 1.493 P/Pt 0= . 2 3 2 3 Mach 3 1 . 609
' ap No . 75 Stat i c Pressure 3 16. 193 P/Pt 0= .3271 Mach 3 1 .371
"ap No . 76 Stat i c P r e s s 1.4 re 3 16. 060 P / P t 3 .3244 Mach 3 1 . 377
' ap No . '" <*' Stat i c P r e s s u r 6 3 14.771 p / p t = .2934 Mach- 1 ,437
r ap No ?8 Stat i c Pressure 3 14.303 p.'Pt0 = .2991 Mach- 1 .435
' ap No . 79 Stat i c P r e s s 1.4 re 3 12.356 P/pt0= .2597 Mach= 1 . 533
r ap No . 3 Stat i c Pre s s u re = 14.697 P/Pt 9= .2969 Mach- 1 . 440
rap No . 3
1
Stat i •: Pressure 3 14. 749 P/F'tO = . 2930 Mach- 1 . 433
rap No -' Stat i c P r e 5 s u r e 3 14.744 P. Pt0 = .2979 Mach- 1 . 438
rap No . 33 S t at i c P r ess u r e 3 14.745 P.-Pt0 = . 2979 Mach- 1 .438
rap No . 34 Stat i c P r ess u re 3 11.817 P/Pt0= .2387 Mach= 1 . 590
rap No
. 35 S t at i >: Pressure 3 14.686 P/Pt0 3 . 2967 Mach- 1 . 441
rap No
. 86 S t at i c Pressure 3 14.336 P / P t 3 . 2997 Mach- 1 .433
rap No
. 87 Stat i c Pressure 3 16.235 P./ptO 3 . 3280 Mach- 1 . 369
rap No
. 83 Stat i c P r ess u r e 3 14.667 P/Pt0= .2963 Mach- 1 .441




-»--'--*+• Hbi-HDE WlHn [UNNEL FtbT 1 ^* + + ikit&$^i:i? + &*&1r^^'tr :lt'lr
l t a 1 P r e ssure = 53.728 p s i a
I (= n u n i Total T e ni p e r a t ure = 62 d e g F























































































P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
: P r e s s u r e




P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
Pressure
P r e s s u r e
Pressure
Pressure
c P r ess u r e
c Pressure
c Pressure
c P r e s s u r e
c Pressure
c P r e s s u r e
>: Press u r e
•: Pn s s u r e'
c Press u r e
: Press u r e
c Pressure
c P r e s s u r e
•: P r ess u r e
c Press u r e
c Pressure
c Pressure
c P r e s s u r e
c Press u r e
c P r e s s u r e
c Pressure
c Press u r e
c Pr<s s s u r e
c Press u r e
c P r e s s u r e
c Pressure
c P r ess u r e
c P r e s s u r e
c P r ess u r e
c Press u r e




















































































































P / P t = . 6675
P .-' P t = . 6683
P^Pt0= . 6 6 9 6
P/Pt0= . 6594
P-'Pt0= . 6 6 9 8




P/Pt0= . 66 72
P/Pt0= , 6647
P/Pt.0= . 6€- 1 9
P / P t = . 6622
P/Ptd= 6 6 9 9
P / P t = 6703




p / p \ = 6586
P/'Pt0 = 6516
p / p % s 6331
P.--Pt0 = .6780
P/PtO= 6 6 3
P/Pt = , 6696
P/Pt0= .6691
P / P t = , 6603











P.'Pt0 = . 6533
P.'Pt0 = .6127
P/Pt0= . 6 5 9 8
P/Pt0= .6511
P / P t = .6403
P/Pt0= .6397
P/Pt0= .6396
Table C-2. Cascade Wind Tunnel Test Data
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HflDE WIND TUNNEL TEST 1 CONTINUED
j Ho 47 St. at i i" P r e s s u r e = 32. 143 psi a P/PtO= . 6337
5 Ho 4 3 Stat i £ P r e s s u r e = 32.068 f i 3« a P / P t = . 6321
3 No 49 Stat i c Pressure = 31.239 f 1 £ =L P/Pt0= . 6153
j No 58 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 23.473 f i s a P / P t = . 4628
3 No 51 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 31.811 f t £. a P. -Pi 8= . 6271
: No 52 Stat ,; P r e s s u r e = 31.204 f 1 S a P/Pt.0= . 6151
> No 53 Stat i C P r e s s i.4 r e = 29.516 f i s a P-'Pt. 0= . 5818
) No 54 Stat i c Pre s s u r e = 22.630 F 1 £ a P/'Pt0= . 4461
:. No 55 Stat
'
c P r e s s u r e = 30.574
f
i 3- a P/Pt8= . 6027
:. Ho 56 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 28.336 f i £ a P / P t = . 5 5 3 6
3 No 57 St at. c P r e s s u r e = 22.831 psi a P / P t = . 4 500
:. No S '^ Stat c Pressure = 21.312 ps- a P / P t = , 4201
:. No 59 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 21.453 psi a P'Pt0= , 4229
3 No 60 Stat i 1* P r e s s u r e = 20.225
f
i i-
' a P/Pt0= , 3987
3 Ho 61 Stat 1 c P r e s s u r e = 19.392 psi a P^'Pt.0= . 3 8 il J
3 No 62 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 16.789 psi a P-Pt0= . 3 3 9
3 No 63 Stat 1* Pressure = 17.474 ps a P/Pt0= 3444
3 No 64 Stat c Pressure = 16.943 f ^ S a P/Pt0= 3341




> 3- a P/PtO= 2914
3 Ho SG St at c Pressure = 13.038
f3S a P/Pt 0= 2570
3 Ho 67 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 10.107 p s a P/Pt0= 1992
j Ho . 63 Stat I* Pressure = 10.601 ps a P>--pt, = 2099
3 Ho . 69 Stat c Pressure = 11.257 f35 a P -Pt0 = 2219
3 Ho , 70 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 11.383 f 3 S a F'/Pt = 2342
3 Ho 71 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 6O0 ps a P / P t = 2 2 S 7
3 No 7 2 Stat c Pressure = 3 3.404 f ;t ~, a P / P t. = 6585
3 No i i o S t at 1* P r e s s u r e = 25.629 f '.' S a P/Pt0= 5052
3 No . 74 St. at c P r ess u r e = 22.913 ps a P/Pt-0 = .4513
3 No . 75 Stat £ Pressure = 32.392 ps a P/Pt0= . 6385
3 No . 76 Stat 1 c P r e s s u r e = 33.525 f ;i =. a P/Pt0= . 6609
:. No 7 i Stat 1 c Pressure = 15.089 ps a P--Pt0 = .2974
3 No . 73 Stat I* P r e s s u r e = 14.766 f 'j s a P/Pt0= .2911
3 No . 79 Stat 1 ,; Pressure = 32.923 ps a P/Pt0= . 6498
p Ho . 30 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 15.263 p s t a P/Pt0= • 3010
3 No . 31 Stat i c Pressure s 14.783 ps i a P.- Pt = .2914
3 No 8 2 Stat i c = 14.762 p s i a P / P t = .291©
p Ho 33 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 10.260 ps i a P' Pt = . 2022
p Ho . 34 Stat i i~ P r e s s u r e = 1 1 . 137 f:>s i a P/Pt0= .2195
p No . 85 St at. 1 1" P r e 3 s u r e = 14.610 f3 S i a P/Pt©= . 2830
p No . 86 Stat j c Pressure = 14.300 ps i a P.'Pt@ = .2917
p N ij y i' Stat 1 l~ Pressure = 33.539 f3S i a P-'Pt.0 = .6611
p Ho . 33 St at i c P r e s s u r e = 26. 135 ps i a P/Pt.0 = .5162




*. * * ****** CflSCftDE WIHU I UNNEL ti ****-"-*-»-******** ****** *****
Jit a 1 P r e s s i.i r e = 49.565 p s i a
penum Total Temperature = 65 deg F
























































































































































P r e s s u r e
Pressure
Pre s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e


















P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
Pressure
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r ess u r e
P r e 5 s u r e
P r e s s u r e
Press u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
Pressure
Pressure


























































































































































































. 3 8 5
.4032
. 4445
• •«' y y y
.334
.3782
•- ~? "". "?





;.'5CfiDE WIND TUNNEL TEST 2 CONTINUED
ap No. 47 Stat, i c P r e s 2- u r e = 13.61 8 psi a P/Pt@= . 3756
ap No. 4 3 Stat i r Pressure = 13.492 psi a P/Pt0= . 3731
ap No. 49 Stat i i" P r e s s u r e = 19. 298 psi a P/Pt0= . 3893
ap No. 50 Stat, i c P r € s s u r e = 19. 478 psi a P•P t = . 3930
ap No. 51 Stat i c P r e s £ u r e = 13.030 psi a P/Pt.0= . 364 8
ap No. 52 S t at i c P r e s s u r e = 13.523 psi a P/Pt0= . 3738
ap No. 53 Stat, i c Press u r e = 19. 142 psi a P/PtO= . 3 8 6 2
if:' No. 54 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 13. 556 psi a P/Pt0= . 3744
ap No. 55 S t at i l~ Pressure = 18.843 psi a P / P t = . 3 8 2
ap No. 56 Stat i c Pressure = 18.621 psi a P/Pt0= . 3757
ap No. 57 Stat i l~ P r e £ £ u r e = 17.979 psi a P.'Pt0= . 3627
ap No. 58 S t at i Q Pressure = 16.939 psi a P / P t = . 3417
ap No. 59 Stati c Pre s s '.4 r e = 17.539 psi a P.'-Pt0= . 3539
ap No. 60 Stat i c Pressure = 16. 677 psi a P/Pt0= . 3365
ap No. 61 S t at i r P r e £ £ u r e = 16. 408 psi a P-Pt0= . 3310
ap No. 62 Stat 1 c Pressure = 15.377 psi a P/Pt0= . 3102
ap No 63 Stat 1 l" P r e £ £ u r e = 15.528 psi a P • P t = . 3133
ap No 64 Stat i c Pressure = 14. 600 psi a P/Pt0= . 2946
ap No , 65 Stat £ Pressure = 13.326 ps a P/Pt0= 2 6 3 9
ap No . €-6 Stat c Pr e s £ u r e = 12.496 ps a P. Pt0= 2521
ap No . 6 7 Stat c Pr es £ u r e = 11 .523 PS a P/Pt0= 2325
'ap No . 6 3 Stat c Pres s u r e = 12.335 PS a P/Pt0= 2439
ap No . 69 Stat l" P r e £ £ u r e = 12.217 PS a P/Pt0= 2465
'ap No . 70 Stat. c Pressure- = 12.111 P* a P.'Pt0 = ,244 3
ap No . 71 St at c Pressure = 11.579 PS a P/Pt0= .2336
'ap No 1' c. Stat 1 ,; Pressure = 16.502 pi a P/Pt0= .3329
' ap No 7
3
Stat c P r e s £ ure = 15.816 PS a P ' P t = .3191
"ap No . 74 St at i ,: P r e £ £ u r e = 20. 636 PS a P/Pt0= , 4163
"ap No . 75 Stat j ,; P r e s £ u r e = 16.569 ps i a P/Pt@= .3343
ap No . 76 Stat 1 c Pressure = 16. 753 ps i a P/Pt0= . 3380
'ap No • 77 Stat 1 C P r e £ £ u r e = 14.302 ps i a p / p t = . 2 9 3 6
Tap No
. 73 Stat i c P r e s £ u r e = 14. 792 ps i a P/Pt 0= .2984
rap No . 79 it at j .; Pressure = 19.494 ps i a P/Pt0= . 3933
rap No . 8 G Stat 1 c Press u r
e
= 14.921 ps i a P."Pt0 = . 3010
rap No . 31 Stat 1 c P r e s £ u r e = 14.766 ps i a P /' P t = .2979
rap No • 8 c. Stat I £ Pressure = 14.777 ps i a P/Pt0= .2981
rap No o o Stat 1 c Pressure = 11.370 ps i a P/Pt0= .2395
rap No . 34 S t at i c P r e £ s u r e = 12.035 ps i a P / P t = .2428
rap No . 85 Stat i ,; P r e s £ u r e = 14.673 ps i a P/Pt0= .2961
Tap No . 36 Stat 1 c P r e s- s u r e = 14.918 ps i a P/Pt@= .3010
Tap No o ?Q f Stat i c Press u r = 16.596 ps i a P / P t = .3343
Tap No
. 8 8 Stat \ c Pressure = 16.397 ps i a P/Pt0= . 3308
Tap No • 39 Stat i c Pressure = 21.635 ps i a P/Pt0= .4375
Tap No . 99 Wal 1 E xhaust St at i c Pressur ~- — 15.017 psi a
Tap No . 9
1





e***** ******* WAVE CANCELLATION TE3T 1 **************************
| a 1 P r e s s ure = 50.171 p s i a
: n u n i Total T e m p e r at ur e = 60 d e g F








































































































P r e s s u r e
P r ess u r
e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s "j r e
Pre s s u r e
P r * s s u r e
P r ess '.4 r e
Pressure
P r e s s u r e
Pressure
P r e s s u r e
Pre s sure
P r e s s u r e
Pressure
P r e s s ur e
P r e s s u r e
Pre s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
Pr e s s u r e
Pressure
Pre s s u r e
Pressure






P r e s s u r e




P r e s su r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s u r e
P r e s s i.4 r e
P r e s s i.j r e
Pressure
Press '.4 r e
Pressure
















































































































P/'PtO = . 3776
P / P t = .3752
P/Pt0= . 3705
F'/Pt0 = .3640
P / P t = . 3525
Pz-Pt = . 3 3 9 6
P/Pt 0= . 3093
P/Pt0= . -.!7:jy
P / P t = . 3635
P / P t = . 3465
P/'PtO = •"I •"! C "7. JJJI
P/PtO= . 3334
P / P t = . 3280
P^-Pt0 = .3293
P/PtQ* . 3093
F'/PtO = . 2331
P/Pt0= . 3 8 6
P/Pt0= . 3550
P.-Pt0 = . 3296
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IE CANCELLATION TEST 1 CONTINUED
. 47 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 15.570 psi a Px-Pt0= . 3103
.
4:3 Stat i c Fres 3 u r e = 15. 085 psi a p / p t, = . 3 7
. 49 3 1 at i 1" Pressure = 14.399 psi a P--'Pt0= . 2970
. 56 Stat i 1" P r e s s u r e - 14.530 psi a P.--Pt0= . 2 9 6
. 51 Stat i c Press u r e = 14.599 psi a P-PtO= . 2910
c] 2 Stat i ,; P r e s s u r e = 14.492 psi a P/Pt0= . 2839
c Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 14.555 psi a P.-Pt0= . 2901
. 54 Stat i £ P r e s s u r e = 14. 243 ps i a P/Pt0= . 2339
. 55 Stat i c P r ess u r
e
= 14.335 psi a P/Pt0= . 2357
. 56 Stat i c Pressure = 14.245 psi a P/Pt0= . 2339
. 57 St at i c P r e s s u r e = 14.O20 psi a F.'-Pt0= . 2795
. 58 S t at i c Press u r = 14. 132 psi a P/PtO= . 2827
. 59 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 13.364 psi a P/Pt0= . 2763
. 60 Stat 1 c Pressure = 13.773 psi a P/PtQ= . 2745
. 61 3 1 at. 1 c Pressure = 13.416 psi a P/Pt0= . 2674
. -52 Stat 1 c P r e s s u r e = 13. 113 psi a P/Pt0= . 2614
. 63 Stat 1 Q P r e s s u r e = 12.470 psi a P / P t = . 2486
. 64 Stati c Pressure = 12.745 psi a P/Pt0= . 2540
. 65 Stat 1 c Pressure = 12.574 psi a P.-'Pt0 = 2506
• SS St at 1 l~ P r e s s u r e = 12.387 p S 1 a P/Pt0= 2569
. 67 Stat 1 c Pressure = 12.829 psi a P/Pt0= 2557
. 63 Stat c Pressure = 12.550 psi a P/Pt0= 2502
. 69 Stat • 1* P r e s s u r 6 = 12. 114 psi a p/p % = 2415
. 70 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 11 .676 ps- a P/Pt0= <-. --i •- 71 £- W C* 1
. 71 Stat £ Pressure = 9 . 998 PS a P/Pt0= , 1993
. 72 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 16. 368 pi a P / P t = .326 3
• r Stat l~ Press u r e = 15.767 ps a P / P t = .3143
. 74 St at c Pressure = 13.77S ps a P/Pt0= .2746
. 75 Stat c P r e s s u r e = 16.514 ps a P/Pt0= . 3292
. 76 Stat ,; Pressure = 16.422 PS a P/Pt0= .3273
. 77 Stat 1" P r e s s u r e = 14.709 PS a P-'Pt0 = .2932
. 73 Stat c P r e s s t.i r e = 14. 764 PS a P/Pt0= .2943
• 79 St at c P r e s s u r e = 16.071 PS a P/Pt0= . 3203
. 80 Stat 1" P r e s s u r e = 14.792 PS a P-'Pt0 = .2943
. 31 Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 14.720 PS a P/Pt0= .2934
"*
. Oe. Stat 1 C Pressure = 14.733 PS 1 a P--Pt0 = .2937
. 33 Stat 1 c Press u r e = 1 1 . 330 ps i a pypt0= . 2353
. 34 Stat j c Press 1.4 r e = 12.269 PS 1 a P/Pt0= .2446
. 35 Stat i c Pressure = 14.632 ps i a P/Pt0= .2916
•
'$€• Stat i c P r e s s u r e = 14.835 PS i a P •- P t = .2957
. 37 Stat 1 1* Press u r e = 16. 363 PS i a P/PtO= . 3263
. 88 Stat j c P r e s s u r e = 16.315 ps i a P / P t = .3252
. 39 Stat j c Press u r e = 14.034 PS i a P -' P t = .2797
. 90 Wal 1 E xhaust St at 1 c Pres =. u r : = 14.707 psi a





********* WftVE OhNCLLLh I" ION TEST 2 **************************
=i 1 P r e s s u re = 50. 3 36 p s i a.
r'i u n i Total T e m p e r a t u re = 61 d e g F





























































S t at i
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S t at i
St at i c
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Stat, i
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s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
sure
s u r e
s u r e
sure
s u r e
sure
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e




s u r e
sure
sure
s u r e
sure
sure
s u r e
s u r e
sure
s u r e
s u r e
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s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
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P-Pt0= . ;. ;• i y
P-Pt0= . 3 2 9
P--Pt0= . 3409
P / P % = . 334 2
P . ' P t = . 341 1
P/Pt0= . 3329
P •'• P t = . 34 17
P/Pt0= . 34 12
P.'PtO= . 3556
P ' P t = . 3652
P/Pt0= . 3731
P / P t = . 3673














P / P t = . 3462
P/Pt0= -i •-. "7 O




P.-Pt0 = .311 3
P/Pt0= . 3 3 6 2
P / P t = .3563
P-'Pt0 = .3315
P / P t = . 3267
P/Pt0= . 3285
P-'Pt0 = .3275











VE CANCELLATION TEST 2. CONTINUED
ap No. 47
ap No. 48



























































































































e- u r e
sure
i u r e
jure
=• u r e
=• u r e
=• u r e
=• u r e
= u r e
= u r e
= L4 r e
=• u r e
= u r e
s u r e
s u r e
sure
s u r e
s u r e
s u r e
sure
s 'J r e
sure
s i.4 r e
s u r e
s i.4 r e
s i.4 r e
sure
sure
s '.4 r e
sure
sure
s u r e
sure
s u r e
s i.4 r e
s u r e
s u r e
sure
s u r e
sure
s u r e
s u r e











































































































































































p.--pto= . 3 1 5 1
P / P t = . 3 1 2 1




. 3 2 9
P/Pt0= . 3 2 9
P.-PtO= . 3 o
P/Pt0= . 2 9 8 6





P / P t = . 2726
P-'Pt0= . '-•' 737
P.-Pt.0= . 2557
P/Pt0= . 2563



















P / P t = .2551
p/Pt0= . 290 4
P.-Pt0 = . 2933
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